In recent years individual differences in the behavior of animals, or personalities, have been 9 shown to influence the response of individuals to changing environments and have important 10 ecological implications. As researchers strive to understand and predict the responses of 11 individuals and populations to anthropogenic changes, personality studies in wild populations 12 will likely continue to increase. Studies of personality in wild populations often require that 13 animals are live-trapped before behavioral observation can occur; however, it is unknown what 14 impact live trapping may have on the behavior of trapped individuals. Specifically, if the 15 duration of trap confinement directly influences behavior, then by obtaining wild animals 16 through live-trapping are we confounding the very measurements we are most interested in? To 17 investigate this question, we performed a study using two small mammal species. We positioned 18 high-definition trail cameras on Longworth small mammal traps in the field to observe capture 19 events and record the time of capture. We then measured personality in captured deer mice 20 (Peromyscus maniculatus) and southern red-backed voles (Myodes gapperi) using three 21 standardized tests. With a repeatability analysis, we confirmed which behaviors could be 22 considered personality traits, and through linear and generalized linear models, we found that the 23 time an animal had spent confined to a trap before testing did not affect the majority of behaviors 24 exhibited. Our results showed two weak behavioral effects of confinement duration on boldness 25 and docility depending on whether an individual had been trapped previously. Our results 26 suggest that personality measurements of wild, trapped small mammals are not determined by 27 trapping procedures, but that researchers should control for whether an animal is naïve to 28 trapping during analysis.
Introduction and the total time spent at the end of the tunnel before emerging. Open-field tests were analyzed 143 using the behavioral tracking software ANY-maze © (version 5.1; Stoelting CO, USA). For the 144 remainder of analyses, we focused on a reduced number of non-redundant behavioral variables 145 (16). See Table 1 for a complete list of the behaviors used. with Longworth traps and were kept active for the same duration as the traps (three consecutive 155 days and nights at each study grid). We monitored Longworth capture events using camera traps 156 from July-October 2018 (936 total camera trap nights). Cameras were programmed to record a 157 one-minute video whenever movement was perceived (with a one second delay between videos).
158
Because camera traps occasionally fail to detect movement, we also programmed them to take a 159 one-minute video once per hour (the "field scan" setting). This allowed us to approximate the 160 hour of capture in an instance where the camera failed to trigger at the capture event. 
Data analysis 173
To determine which behaviors could be considered personality, we first performed a 174 repeatability analysis on the behavioral variables obtained from the emergence, open-field, and 175 handling bag tests (54, 55) . For this analysis, we used data from our study population collected 176 during the 2016, 2017, and 2018 field seasons. We used R version 3.4.1 (56) and package lme4 177 (57) to run mixed-effects models and included potential confounding factors as covariates in the 178 models. Specifically, we included sex, body condition (calculated using the scaled mass index 179 (58)), silvicultural treatment, trapping session (June-October), and trapping year (2016, 2017, or 180 2018). Individual identity was included as a random intercept in the models to account for the 181 proportion of the variance that can be attributed to differences among individuals (59). As 182 response variables, we used the behavior of interest and ran separate mixed-effects models for 183 each behavior of interest. We assessed normality by visually inspecting Q-Q plots and 184 histograms of the residuals, and by plotting the fitted values against the residual values (60). We 185 logit-transformed the response variable when it was a proportion (59,61) to meet the assumption 186 of normality. We then calculated the adjusted repeatabilities and associated confidence intervals 187 (55,62-64) using methods described in detail by (16, 39) .
188
Once it was determined which behaviors were repeatable and could, therefore, be 189 considered personality, we tested the hypothesis that these behaviors would be influenced by the Table 2 ). The number of observations and individuals shown in Table 2 227 differ for behavioral variables obtained from the emergence and handling bag tests since these tests were In the majority of models (~86%) predicting behaviors exhibited in standardized tests, the 232 top model did not include "time in trap". Instead, out of the predictor variables considered (sex, 233 body condition, silvicultural treatment, trapping session, body mass, and a variable termed 234 "naïve" which controlled for whether the animal had been captured previously or was naïve to 235 trapping) behaviors in deer mice were predicted by trapping session and body mass (Table 3 , (Table 3) . 
Discussion
We studied the effects of live trapping on behaviors performed during three standard 257 behavioral tests in deer mice and southern red-backed voles. Our major findings were that for 258 these species, 12 out of 14 behaviors exhibited during routine behavioral tests were not affected 259 by the amount of time that individuals had spent confined in traps. In the two instances where the 260 time spent confined in traps did predict behavior, effect sizes were relatively small, and the 261 direction of the relationship was different for individuals who were naïve to trapping than those 262 who had been trapped previously, indicating that an individual's previous experience with a trap 263 interacts with this process. Overall, these results suggest that personality data collected from 264 wild, trapped small mammals is not confounded by the trapping process and, where an effect 265 might be present, the predictive power of the time spent confined to traps is relatively weak and 266 possibly not affecting the overall interpretation of results.
267
Previous research has not explored the effects of live trapping on personality 268 measurements, however, studies investigating the impacts of live trapping on hormonal stress 269 responses have had mixed findings. Specifically, it has been shown in southern red-backed voles 270 and meadow voles that live trapping induces an initial stress response, but that this response is 271 not heightened following prolonged confinement inside traps (29, 36) . In our study, the observed 272 behavior of red-backed voles in behavioral tests was consistent with these findings and 6 out of 7 273 behaviors showed no correlation with the time that the animal had spent previously confined 274 inside of a trap. Previous studies investigating the correlation between stress response and 275 duration of trap confinement in deer mice saw that after prolonged time spent in traps, stress 276 hormone levels were significantly higher than after a short duration of trap confinement (36). By (Table 1) . Interestingly, our results show that individuals who had never been trapped 285 previously behaved more boldly in the open-field test (spending more time in the center portion) 286 when their confinement duration was short rather than long. Individuals who had been trapped at 287 least once previously showed the opposite effect; bolder behavior was seen in animals who had 288 spent longer durations in the trap than those who had spent shorter durations (Figure 4c. ). In 289 voles, the one behavior that was affected by the "time in trap" was handling time, or the amount 290 of time spent immobile during a one-minute handling bag test. This behavior is commonly used 291 to assess docility (Table 1 ). Our results showed that for non-naïve individuals only (i.e., only 292 those who had been trapped at least once previously), shorter durations in the trap correlated with 293 increased docility (Figure 4d. ).
294
Since 86% of observed behaviors by deer mice and voles showed no correlation with the 295 variable "time in trap", and all four variables indicating activity showed no correlations, we 296 suspect that the duration of trap confinement is not providing a prolonged stressor for small 297 mammals. It may be noteworthy that the previous trap response studies of deer mice and voles 298 used Sherman traps instead of the Longworth traps used in this study. Longworth traps differ 299 from Sherman traps in that they have a separate nest chamber (providing additional warmth and 300 protection). Additionally, we took steps to limit stress by ensure that bedding remained dry (i.e., 301 limiting trapping in adverse weather and replacing damp bedding immediately), and providing ample bait inside the traps. Further, we checked traps twice a day to limit confinement durations. 303 We can't speculate on whether these precautions were adequate in our study to stop a subsequent 304 release of glucocorticoids after the initial stressor of the trapping event, but regardless, prolonged 305 confinement in a Longworth trap does not seem to result in an observable change for the 306 majority of behaviors in either study species. Future research examining this relationship in other 307 species and other study populations will help to assess and confirm the generalizability of these 308 findings. In the two cases where "time in trap" showed relatively weak predictive power, both 309 arose as an interaction with the variable "naïve". We suggest that other studies investigating 310 personality in small mammals control in analyses for whether or not animals have been captured 311 previously.
312
An animal's personality depicts its unique way of experiencing the world and coping 313 with life's challenges (3). Using standardized behavioral tests, it is possible to capture different 314 components of an individual's complex personality, for example by observing activity levels and 315 interactions with novel objects and environments (33). Our results show some evidence that an 316 individual's behavior in standard tests can be predicted in part by body mass and seasonality 317 ( Figure 4 ). Specifically, we found that heavier deer mice were slightly more timid than lighter 318 mice (seen in their longer latencies to emerge from the emergence test), and that mice groomed 319 more (indicating coping) in the autumn than they did in the early and mid-summer. These models 320 showed low fit to the data; suggesting that the complexity of an individual's personality is a 321 difficult thing to predict.
322
Personality studies on wild populations will likely continue to become more common as 323 further research demonstrates the cascade-effects that individual behavioral traits can have on 324 populations and communities (14, 16, 18, 19, 68) . Hence, it is critical to ensure that the very process we seek to illuminate is not being confounded by our methods of obtaining data. Our 326 findings provide evidence that time spent inside of Longworth traps does not determine 327 behaviors performed during standardized tests in two different small mammal species. Therefore, 328 our results suggest that personality measurements on wild, trapped small mammals are not 329 regulated by trapping procedures. 28. Reeder DAM, Kosteczko NS, Kunz TH, Widmaier EP. Changes in baseline and stress-behaviours in six inbred rat strains. Behav Brain Res. 1997;85(1):57-69.
